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As president of the Special Libraries Association, 1 want to reassure you that 
the association's foundation is as firm as ever. Despite recent changes, we will 
move forward with our current plac of action. After 93 years of providing ex- 
ceilent service to a unique set of librarians and information professionals, the 
vision of cur founder john Cotton Dana r e ~ a i n s  intact. The Special Libraries 
Associat~oc will continue its course as the Ieading professiocal association for 
giobal information professionals. 
I recentiy returned from SLA headquarters in Washington, D.C. During my 
visit, 3 met wilih the full staff and held conversaticns with individual staff mem- 
bers. They are enthusiastic about the direction in which the associaxion is headed. 
-7 
i ney are aiso committed to providing the best programs, products and services 
to the Acting Executive Director Lynn Smith has been with the 
associatioc for =ore than 12 years, serving as deputy executive director for 
eight of those years. She has worked closely with the board of directors on a 
variety of important issues and has ;he total confidence of the board to carry 
o ~ t  its agenda. 
One of rhe great aspects of being SLA President is the cpportllnity to serve as 
a board member. I believe that the board of directors is i c  step with the pulse 
of the =embership and we are dedicated to chacneiing cur energies to achiev- 
ing our goals. A few weeks ago, the board agreed to inplement a new com- 
--- 
,Ilitnications tool to keep members abreast  of all board activities. 
5OARD.COMmunicate is an electronic newsletter that will be disseminated 
to the membership. The newsletter will feature updated information on board 
activities arid issues facing the association. There wiii also be a mechanism 
for members to provide comments, address concerns and respond t o  specific 
questiocs. 
From a member's point of view, I believe that BOARD.COMmunicate has great 
potential for information exchange. From the board's view, the newsletter pro- 
vides a forum for the board to reach ou:, to everyone. We would like to hear 
your ideas and solutions as well as your conments and concerns on how we 
can make SLA a better place for us all. 
in r:y July 2001 Information Outlook coiumn, 1 stated that I see two types of 
charlge: "Change Ieading to success and change leading to challenges and op- 
portunity for improvement." As an integral aspect of that equation, let me add 
that norhing is possible without members' involvement. You are the drivlng 
fcrce behind the association. Without your commitment and participation, the 
association is a sheli of itself. I speak for the staff, the leadership, and myself: 
SLA is luiiy committed to serve you! 
Thank You! 
Hope N. Tiliman, SLA President 
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decided to ask four Librarians how they would handte three challenges that are all too common to today's information 
professlonat. Here fs a Look at  their responses: 
Mary Lee Kennedy: While every situation is different and 
culrurd attributes play a huge roie in how this is ap- 
proached, there are some key actions you can take. 
Talk to the boss on. the most significant influencer/cham- 
pion in your organization. Are chey aware of anything 
about cutling out parts or all of the products and services 
offered by :he library? There are only two responses- 
yes or no. 
If the answer is no; let them know what you have heard 
and :hat while there doesn't seem to be any immediate 
pressure, yon are planning to engage with key stakehold- 
ers to review the current and potential services and prod- 
ucts. What you need from this individual (assuming they 
know what is happening with the business srrategy) is a 
"yes, that is the right thing to do," or "no, it is best to stay 
out of sigh: until this round is over." Depending on how 
much you trust that person you need to decide whether 
another gronp of stakeholders/iniluencers/champions 
should be engaged in your decision. My experience is 
that not engaging is never a good decision. 
-. 
azther updzte or immediately prepare a strategic review of 
the products and services you offer. This is the basic SWOT 
(strength, weakness, opportunity, threat) analysis. What 
do you offer to the organization that brings a unique 
strength to the success of the business? You must align 
your products and services to the business strategy azd 
direction of the organization. Anything outside the scope 
of this is highly circumspect. Given the limited resources 
available, is there a Setter way to use the resources you 
haw to add rhe greatest value to the organization? 
For any threat identified in the SWOT analysis, ccndnc; a 
competitive review, As the information expert in your 
organization, is there a better way to deliver the services 
and products? Is there something you should suggest 
rather than have someone else suggest and color their 
perspective on your ability to be objective? Are there tough 
decisions you have made already that proved to be highly 
effective ones for the company? If so, present that data. 
This is a real opportunity for you to gain credibility. 
Review and present your research on customer loyalty 
and satisfaction. If you don't have recent data, you need 
to measure your customer's level of satisfaction with 
your products and services. This is best complemented 
by customer loyalty data and longitudinal evidence of 
business impact. 
Make sure you engage your staff in your work. Rumors 
are rumors and if you know about t h e ~ l ~  everybody else 
wiil too. Tell the staff what you know and focus on the 
proactive behavior you are taking. Ask everyone to be 
objective (that can be very tough) and get your team efi- 
gaged in scenario reviews. You need to know the best- 
case scenario, the worst-case scenario, and at least two 
other options. If the worst-case scenario is that the 11- 
brary closes, engage with your HR organization to un- 
derstand the people-side. 
There is no guaranteed success but at least you will know 
you have done everything you could. 
Monica Ertel: This is an all too familiar scenario these 
days. First of all, I would have my backup budget pian 
ready to go should the call for cost cutting affect the 
company. Generally, these cost-cutting initiatives affect 
everyone across the company (not just the library) and 
you have to be prepared to do your part along with ev- 
eryone else. I would have my priorjties lined up and a 
contingency plan ready to go. At the time of iayoffs, it 
is too late tc get management's attentior, and promote 
your products and services. This should be happening 
all along. However, by making sure that your producrs 
and services are meeting specific business needs, you 
will have a better chance of surviving the axe. The 
library's strategy mist  be aligned with the business ob- mindset. If you've wafted until that poirit to begin 
jectives of the organizatioz and this strategy has to be getting managenxnt's attention, I'm afraid the only 
cocstantly reassessed and evolved as the company attention you wiii get is that of being an easy cost- 
changes its strategy, cutting target. 
The library must be seen as a strategic resource, con- Snsar, PhiIIis: Despire the informaticn 3rofession's at- 
creteiy tied to a specific business objective or prograw in tention to marketing, organizations may view informa- 
order to survive in tin.es of b ~ d g e t  cuts and Layoffs. By 
being tied as explicitly as possibie to a very real business 
program or project, tangible benefits of your staff and 
services will be clear and obvious. Good; solid, trustiui 
relationships with senior managenen: are critical so :hat 
whera tough times come, the library manager has an open 
door with his/her =anagerr,ent. Constant acd consis- 
rent communication between the iibrary =anager and 
senior management Is another critical component of sur- 
viving the dreaded layoff zhrear. 
Toby Pearlstein: It's important for nacagenent  to see 
the library as a coctributor to the bottom line. This is 
perhaps the =ost difficult thing to deaonsfrate given 
the varying ways in which the library contributes to a 
f i r ~ ' s  activities. Anecdotal testimony is always heip- 
ful, especially if it comes from managers an6 depart- 
ment heads and specifies contributions that saved time, 
won business or changed the direction of activity to 
prevent time lost by pursuing a wrong course of ac- 
tion. it's also helpful if the library is not a cost center 
in the company. It need not necessarily be a profit 
,,ion center, although that really heips to show contrib.;'' 
to the bottom line. Showing that the iibrary pays for 
itself through cost recovery programs ran be very valu- 
able. One wsy to get management's attention is to have 
a chanpfon on the management teaE who can do the 
promoting for you or at least ge: you to the table to 
promote yourself. It's important to aiways have an up- 
dated review of products and services offered by the 
library available; a compilation of netrics that show 
the library's utilization; and a: least have sone  thoughts 
about how the library can cut back if necessary to do 
It's part in helping the gefieral belt tightening. The bot- 
tom line is not to wait untii things go bad to assemble 
all of this a r n ~ u n i t i o n  and support, it should 5e part 
of the manager's everyday activities. YOE don't want to 
find yourself scrambIlng to overturn a cost-cutting 
tion stereotypicaily, as a frill that can 52 dispensed with 
in tines of e c o n o ~ i c  pressure. {"After ail data from the 
Internet is pretty good, aay%e it's good enough," tap ex- 
ecutives mighr say. "And we already have a huge 
headcount for information techcoiogy stzff.") The con- 
szltants who are 3.eiping management rationaiize its busi- 
. . 
ness imes may a h  be delighted tc provid,o some third- 
a r t y  research, especially to support their strategic rec- 
ommendations. Never mind that they don't fhorozghiy 
understand y m r  company's products or clients. 
Librarians in this situation (and if they have not see2 it 
yet, they wiii probabiy see i: in the fsture) are headed 
straight for dotiinsizing-especially if the idea of market- 
ing their icfor~~atioi,  products has not occurred ro ?hem 
uotil this juncture. 
Whateve? quantitative measure a iibzarian can use {how 
many profitable new products did the iibrary contribute 
to?) shouid heip shore up the library's value. But librar- 
ians should be prepared to face the fact that some arehi- 
val functions, even though they are good things, are not 
supportable in today's marketplace; even in the con-profit 
world. 
Kennedy: First of all, good thinking: A? the end of rhe 
day we are here to ensure oour customers have the prod- 
ucrs and services that make a differeme to the business. 
Time are =any different types of customers sc the first 
thing to do is understand how they can be engaged most 
effectively. Ir is critic& ro ande&anSr the different biases 
A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on. 
You deiiverld. Fads at your fingertips. h e  power to  search. Your way. Pinpoinr precision. 
3ejt coritent, 30w  Jo~es  and Retiters. Two globa! leaders. One incredible pew service. 
Visit ww.Sactiva.cornlfactiva to  find out more 

inherent ir, the various satisfaction-gathering techniques ents to make sure that your services are relevant and 
such as i~terviews, self-reporting surveys, and focus meeting their needs. If you have to "open Iines of com- 
groups. Decide which one(s1 will work best for your munication," you are already in troubie. What you need 
organization. If you do not have expertise in customer to do is maintain an open line of communication with 
satisfacrion studies and can afford an outside firm to your clients. This can be done in many different ways. 
develop the instruments and/or conduct the analysis, A very simple way is to get out of the library or your 
do it. office and waik around, poke y c ~ r  head in people's of- 
If you can't afford an outside firm, use your research skills 
to learn all you can about satisfaction techniques and 
instrument design. Engage other groups with analyti- 
cal/survey skills in critiquing the plan. Some potential 
groups to engage are market research, business analysts, 
human resources, or customer relations. 
Consider the frequency with which you need to engage 
your target audience on satisfaction. Asking for feed- 
back too often can be a negative experience and can lead 
to lower satisfaction ratings. Again, different audiences 
have different frequency tolerances. You may want to 
consider a frequency plan based on the level of specific- 
ity you seek. My experience is that anything requiring 
more than quarterly feedback is overdoing it and for over- 
all satisfaction once a year may be enough. 
Take your plan :o a few champions in critical customer 
groups. Tell the= why you want to do this, what you 
want to do, and how you will use it to improve your 
service an6 product offerings to them. Make sure you 
have a z  engagement plan that matches the level involve- 
ment they are comfortable with. 
Whatever method you choose, make sure you ccmmuni- 
cate Sack to your customers. Clearly articulate your fol- 
low-up reports in their language. Specifically cover what 
you are going to do differently for them, why you have 
mace the choices you have, how you will xeasure the 
success of the proposed changes, and how often you will 
engage their feed'back. There are many ways to do this 
and you will want to consider a combination of them 
inclzding group presentations, online communications, 
scorecard reporting on a group Web site, one-on-one 
meetings, etc. Deliver on your promises and stay engaged 
so you always have open !ines to your customers. 
Ertel: You have to constantly be in touch with your cli- 
fices, chat in the hallways, sit with people in the cafete- 
ria, attend meetings, call people for a quick chat, and 
check in with your clients on a continual basis to make 
sure the library is providing value-added services. This 
must be done constantly. More formal methods can in- 
clude quarterly or annual surveys to assess specific ser- 
vices. Written surveys need to be supplemented with 
verbal or face-to-face follow-up sirrce their return rate is 
not sufficient. 
Pearlstein: We use several methods to learn how satisfied 
our customers are with our services: surveys, one-on-one 
interviews, and focus groups. No one way is the best, and 
we have to employ each at different times depending 011 
how dispersed the target user population is. The first line 
of communication, though, is at the individual request 
level. This is where the researcher can help to focus the 
request to be sure what is needed is understood; and this 
is where a timely follow-up indicates whether the results 
had value or not. Getting in the habit of doing a good ref- 
erence interview and a timeiy follow-up is the best way to 
keep an ongoing communication with your customers and 
understand how satisfied they are. Regular surveys and 
focus groups also have their value. When customers come 
to expect that you will be seeking their input on a regular 
basis, they tend to be receptive to giving it. We find rac- 
dom one-on-one interviews very helpful if your customers 
are at the same location. Simply walking around and talk- 
ing to people on a regular basis can be an eye opener. We 
find that it's not only important to have the "elevator 
speech" ready at all times, it's also important to be able to 
solicit input on the fly whenever an opportunity presents 
itself to interact with your customers beyond the walls of 
the information center. Finally, it's important to close 
the loop with customers from whom you have solicited 
feedback. One way we do this is through prese~tations 
to groups of users to assure :hem you have heard their 
input, are planning l o  act on it and what it is you are 
march 2882 
planning to do. In this way ':hey don't feel iike the time !i this isn't a straregic customer, conduct a brief review of 
they spent gmng  their input was wasted but that ~t was your current resource assignments. Can you conmi? more 
actualiy put to use. to the group? Shodd you? Does it make good b-dsiness 
sense? is i: better for the customer to find alternative 
PhiHis: First, have a heart to heart talk with yo~rseif, sources of services? Phcce the ..ustome. and ask for a 
your staff, and your manager a h u ?  why Iines of c o m ~ u -  meeting. Decide whether the ~ e e t i n g  is &cut gaining 
nicztion are not already open. Sack a ctstomer, or letting one gc 
Second, meet with customers' managers to discuss the 
least intrusive way to get the information? whether it is a 
telepkoae or written survey, focns grekps, or meetings 
with a few individual decision-makers. 
Third, use the feedback to improve your products; and 
take the results Sack to the users. 
Fourth, don't let it happen again 
Kensedy: The first question to ask yourself is if this is a 
client you wact to have /l.e., is it a strategic client or one 
that ycc have chosen not to focns on because you de- 
cided your resources were best applied elsewhere?]. 
i f  this is a strategic client, get on the p h n e  i~media te ly  
and call the= up. Ask for a rneeting :o review your grocps 
wcrk with the goal of getting their feedback. Hopefully 
they will want to meet with yol;. 15 no:, the rnorr direct 
conversation wiiI be required. 
If they completely close you our, try to engage them as to 
why ar,d request an opportmity to discuss. Ycu may 2ave 
a problem you w-ere not even aware of. As a leader yoa 
need to understand it so you cac Geal with it. i f  so, step 
away from the customer reiationskip and focas on the 
leadership responsibility you both share on behaif of the 
organization. If the cxstomer is not able to answer the 
phone. leave a message. For more senior icdivid;.al, c co3- 
tact their administrator and ask for a ~ee:Ing. Follow up 
with an agenda via e-mail. 
Befcre yoti go isto the meeting with r:?e client {strategic or 
not) know exac~ly what ycu Wac? to get out of it, m3at 
you can commit to, and whatyou absaiuteIy camot dc. 
Do Ear change yon: mind halfway through unless y m  re- 
ceive information chat is totaily cnxside the scenarios you 
ran thrcugh before you met. Depending haw seriously 
the new information affecrs yam resouxes, nake  a deci- 
sion then or ask to corr~e back with a revised suggestion. 
Make sure you hzve talked with the individuais who are 
Siresly responsible for the ciiest reiaiionship. Aiso, if you 
krrow what other services are being considered, do a coE- 
parison chart.-reiarive strengths and weaknesses, incind- 
ing sexice Levels, costs, expertise, and even legal consid- 
erations (i.e., inteilectnai pro-,ert.yj. Play out tke scenarios 
as the client and as the provider. Make safe "JC can see 
the decision frc-m tihe client's point of view. 
At the meeting express your interest in pro5len resolu- 
+. m n .  If the strategic ccstoaer is not satisfied, be sure :o 
indicate that you plan to review it at the next bnsiness 
pianning/budgeting exercise 2nd you wan% that client to 
.work on it -with you. If the norm-strategic cliec?. cannot be 
satisfied with the current Ievei of service, and you cannot 
offer more, explain your decision and why you Seiieve 
you are making the best decision for ?he organization. 
ilssu-qing the meeting goes weil ~ i t h  the strategic cli- 
ent, recommend a check-up plan so review key service 
deliverables and lo address the originai concerns. Hoi& 
those who are responsible for the ciient's satisfacticn ac- 
countable and reward t h e n  for i m p r o ~ e ~ e n t s  in the re- 
lalionship as expressed by the client. 
Irm the case of the non-strategic ciienr, a successM out- 
con-~e may be the agreement that it mekes better sense 
for the other service provider to be engaged. if this is the 
casei keep informal ~ o ~ m u n i c a t i o n  gen. 
information o~eioak  
OCLC Metadata Contract Services, your contract cataloging solution, iets yoil 
add the staff expertise you need at a price you can afford. Providing 
conversion, cataioging and physical processing for materials in a\! 
bibiiographic formats and many languages, 0 C t C 9 s  contract cataloging 
sdution can help you eliminate your backlog and keep up with your current 
cataloging-getting material to your users faster. A quality solution for short- 
ar iong-term catalogi~g assistance, QCLC Metadata Contract Services iets you 
baiance your resources effectively, 
See our qualifications at 
Ertel: Find out what the other service offers that would 
provide your ciien: with the service they need. 30 this 
by speakicg with the client as well as looking cIosely at 
the alternative service to understaad what it provides and 
what sari of model it fcihws. It may be that your iibrary 
can't provide specifically what the alternative service of- 
fers. However, there Bay be ways to incoqjorate some of 
the service into your future offerings. Make sure that your 
client understands what you can do for tkem and be q e n  
to their szggestians for improvements. 
Understand aiso, that the library can't be everythicg ;o 
everyone ar?d sometimes i: is okay to have a client use 
7 
other services as weiI as your own. Eowever. if there is a 
way to create a partnership between your services and 
the other services so that your clients are weli served i~ a 
seamless P-anner, everyone .;dins. 
Pearlstein: in this situation a detaiied anaiysis of -why 
the client wants to go to another service is imperative. 
Perhaps they are dissatisfied with the quaiity of your 
work; perhaps it is not timely enough; perhaps it is too 
e x p ~ s i v e ;  or perhaps you doc'f have the resources avail- 
able to nee? their needs. The client ~ 4 7  be unaware 
that you can provide all or par? of the solution fur then ,  
Or the client may be seeking an erroneous solution that 
could be qsrite costly because they have analyzed their 
need in an incomrslete way. By helping rher. to think 
through what they wan: acd ceed, yon can again rein- 
force your value, even if it resuits in tkeri doing busi- 
ness elsewhere. 
It's important to try and apprcach this without being de- 
fensive. At least acknowiedge that s o ~ e t h l n g  is wrong, 
w h s h  created the situa:ioc 'lo beg2  with, and work to- 
ward finding out what and wihether or not you car? fix it. 
Once you nnderstand the client's motjvaiLian it will be 
much easier +c present a case for why they ~ I - t o ~ i d  con- 
+? ,LALue 3 to utilize yosr services (assnming ::LA " - r -  TeascEs are 
within your power to fix]. 
Whatever the client's r:orlvation, it's Irnpor~ant o rein- 
force yo;ar valne by approachixg the situation in the con- 
text of finding the right solutian and being a part of fa- 
cilitating that solugion. 
PhilIis: Talk to the cllect ar?d fmd out what the real story 
is. Is 5 2  or she s~ffering from a vendor's snazzy market- 
isg or the old boy s network? (1s there an old grrl's net- 
work yet?] You may cot be able to overcome the effects of 
ei+ho- .*,,- +preach, - but give It your best shot. Use cast-effec- 
tiveness, Intercal knowiedge and shared coEpany values 
ji.e., loyalty:. If yon lose, try agair: in a few months. &:A 
never say "I told y m  so" to yodr client. G 
s fou being 
Everyone in your company is counting on you, every day. 
EexisNexis" is counting on you, too. 
We have the greatest deprh and quality of content for business, iegai, news 2nd 
public records markets. But without your guidance, insight and expertise, our 
content can never provide your company with quality knowledge soiutions. 
- 
:hat's why EexisNexis is committed to delivering the products, services and 
portals you need to access, manage and share this wealth of cnprallelled contecr. 
We will always work to develop the customized products you need to succeed 
as an Information Professional. 
Because everyone is counting on you. 
Find everything you need to succeed, all in one location. 
it's how you know TM 
Lex~sNexis and IPe k e l e d g i e  B m t  Iogc are trademarks of 
Reed Elsevier Prcpe'ties rc., used under license 
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Mary Lee Kennedy is director of the Knowiedge Network 
Group at Microsoft Corporation. She is respocsible for 
MSWeb, tiae enterprise ieforr:arion portal, and corporate- 
wide intranet search and taxonomy services. She is in 
charge of the library? including content managemenr, 
collections (third-party and the corporate archives!, 
Li'i~raryWeb, and the research team. She also leads a cross- 
organizational intranet portal strategy for the cornpay. 
Before joining AMicrosoft, Kennedy worked in Massaciu- 
setts, Canada, and Mexico. 
Kennedy earned her B.A. in social psychology from :3e 
University of Aiberta, Canada and a 1V.L.S. fro,% Louisi- 
ana State 3niversi:y. 
Kennedy has been a  ember oi §LA since 1988, holding 
varhus positions in the Li5rary -Management and Scl-Tech 
divisions, and aiso serving an the InternaticnaI Relat:ons 
Committee. She is on the advisory boarb of t i e  Encyclo- 
pedia of Library and Information Science, has contriD- 
rrted :o a new kook on Knowledge Management (due oat 
this spring), and is widely published in vario-.s jo-~rnais. 
6:<* ;'.>- &'..'< ? 
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Monica Zrfei serves as Korn/Ferry Intercaticnai7s senior 
director of Research a d  Knowledge iManagement, North 
America. Before joining Rorn/Ferry International in Los 
Angeks in 1998, Ertei spent 15 years at Apple Computer. 
Ertel served as the acting vice presidect ol Appie's Tech- 
nology Group a d  was director of Apple's Xnowledge 
System's Laboratory. Addirionally, Ertel ~ a n a g e d  Appie's 
critical paiicy matters in "flashington, D.C., and was re- 
sponsible for the Apple Library, providing Apple-world- 
wide corporate inlornation and research services. 
Ertel earned a BacheEor's degree in social science and a 
Masters degree in library and information science fro= 
Sm Jose State University. She also holds a Master's fn 
business from :he University of §an% Clara. 
Ertel is the founding chair of the Siiicon Vailey Icforma- 
tion Center Advisory Board and is on :he SiA board, 
She is actively involved in several organizations, inciud- 
ing the Association for Computing Machinery EIectrcnic 
Publishieg Ccuncil and the Internatlonai Federaticn of 
Sibrary Associatiom and institztions (IFLA). She is also 
a member of ED'S Information for Industry Forum. Ertel 
is the editor of severai bocks and has published over 2G 
articles in a variety of international p~blicativns and 
jouraais. 
bai Informarion services at Bain & Cc., 
Inc., Toby Pearlsteic is responsible for coardinatiag so- 
operative efforts across Bain i~farmati3n Centers wvrld- 
wide. Dr. Pearlsrein is in charge of contracticg for giobal 
extert7al content that Bain uses s t  rhe desktop and through 
. " 
r n x n a t i o s  centers. She is actively involved in the de- 
velopment and implenentaticn of Knowledge Marrage- 
z e n t  activi:ies at Eain, incixding Global Xxperience 
center intranet piatform. 
Dr. Pezrisrein earned ker B.A. from the Unlversiiy of 
,Massachusetts, and zn MA.  in American hisrory from 
t%e University of New Mampshire. She also holds a 
Master's degree in liSrary sc i exe  and Doctora~e degrees 
from rke Simmons Graduate School of Sibrary and Infor- 
mation Science in Yosron. 
In additiog to being a member of SEA, Dr. Pearlstein is 
also a =ember of the New England 6niine Users Group. 
Since its fw~nding in 1943, the Bnsiness Library has k e n  
one of America's pmEier pubiic ii'arapies dedicated excki- 
sive!y to business. Its mission is to fi&her the e c c a o ~ i c  
deve iop~ec t  of t5e borongh of Brooklyn, by supporting 
business icformaiion needs of its 2.3 million residents. 
Brooklynites came to the borough iron over 100 countries 
acd speak as many ianguages. Over half the users cf the 
Bnsiness Lijrary were born and educared outside America, 
and speak English as a second or third language. 
Pkiliis cnrrerrtly serves on the Brooklyr, Ps?;iic LiSrary 
system's Senm-/Executive Management Team and ike 
Core Conpetency Analysis Tezrr,. In 20GO-2002, she was 
a =ember of the Ei:=.rary's Strategic Plan Task Force for 
its five-year piac. 
Previousiy, Phiiiis was assistant director of research & 
deiieiopErn: at Amxican Internatianal Group. She a!so 
served as a vice president at Marsh B Mksecnan, in- 
co r~a ra ted .  
She helds a B.A. in social sciences  fro^^ Benningto~ Col- 
iege, and an  M.L.S. from Colunbia University. Phliiis is 
a memher of ALA and has been a x  ac'L';-ve x e r A e r  of SLA 
since 1976. 
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Jan iiga is the physics/mathematics Librarian rrt the Unii/ersity of Michigan. 
extraardinaire, invites his date, Alicia, to imagine any object, which he then maps using the stars of the night sky. 
Alicia jokingly suggests an umbrella and then an octopus. Nash, who completed his doctorai dissertation by age 21, 
quickly traces a few stars to yield the desired objects, thereby winning the heart of Alicia, his future wife. 
Nash's Princeton classmates find his preoccilpation with helpful to compare problem solving in mathematics to a 
describing competitive foraging techniques of pigeons, mental discovery process that charts ?he possible path(s) 
even jf summarized by beautiful mathematical symbols, from problem to solution. In a sense, a mathematician 
hilarious and a waste of time. Another scene places Nash seeks to correctly and efficiently navigate the topogra- 
in a military installation where he displays unwavering phy of mathematics. This exploration is highly compli- 
determination and prowess by mentally sifting through cated and rarely surrenders to a flowchart approach. Abil- 
thousands of arrangements of numbers to finally, after ity, diligence, and years of devoted study are necessary 
several hours, break an 
enemy code. 
Nash's pursuits illus- 
trate problem solving 
specific to mathematics. 
Namely, pattern recog- 
nition, abslracti~n into 
symbolic description, 
and finally a formalized 
statement of the result 
(known as a theorem). 
In a sense, the theorem 
embodies both the path 
(known as a pfoofj and 
the methods to be fol- 
lowed in order to arrive 
at a slated destination 
[known as a conclu- 
sion). Hence a (math- 
ematical] proof may be 
" i & S ~ t h e ~ z a ~ i e i ~ ~ ~  w e  mgchin~.~  ~-%Jch 8zm 
coffee Infa t&eoren~s," 
p ~ g l  E ~ ~ G S  ( f g z z - m g g g )  
Dr. Ernst Straus, who worked with both Albert 
Einstein and Erdos, wrote a tribute t o  Erdos which 
reads in park "In our century, in which mathematics 
i s  SO strongly dominated by 'theory doctors,' he  
has remained t h e  prince of problem solvers and 
t h e  absolute monarch of problem posers." 
considered a map demonstrating why a [mathematical) 
statement is true. 
Matbezaticians will speak of a proof, but often they will 
only provide a sketch of the proof with the details to be 
filled in by the Cogged pursuer oi mathematical truth. 
Thus, rhe complete proof is condensed even further to a 
string of references leading to the major points that con- 
tain the thrusr of :he proof. A proof will look like maps 
within a n a p  and in this sense resembles hyperlinks 
within a document. 
Problem solving is dynamic map making. It may be 
in becoming an indepen- 
dent wayfarer. Over 
time; as in the  real 
world, new or refined 
tools make it possible to 
solve new problems or 
see old problems in a 
more revealing light. 
Thus, not only is the 
granularity of making 
the maps enhanced, but 
so is the ability to over- 
come mathematical ob- 
stacles. In brief, the tex- 
ture of the map repre- 
senting the state of 
mathematical knowl- 
edge is dynamic. 
The very nature of math- 
ematics, with its empha- 
sis on problem solving, actively encourages the appren- 
tice mathematician to learn as many kinds of theorems 
and types of proof as possible. The richness and connect- 
edness of the web of mathematics become more apparent 
to an experienced practitioner as his or her "bag of math- 
ematical tricks" grows in size acd maturity, and specifi- 
cally as a problem solver encounters a greater number of 
problems requiring careful exanination. To foster skill 
and inspire ingenuity in mathematical problem solving, 
there are exceptional tests such as the U.S.A.'s Putnam 
Exam (university-level) and the International Mathemati- 
cal Olympiad (high school-level: . These examinations, 
comparable to the Olympics, celebrate mathematics and 
march 280% 
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provide a competitive environment tc develop a palette 
of problem soiving skills to appreciate, attack, and to cir- 
cumnavigate mathematical: obstacles, if needed. These 
tests also serve as a reservoir of mathe~liatically mean- 
ingful problems that may, after suitable modification, be 
used as a teaching tool in a case-based learning environ- 
ment. This instructional approach is similar to that found 
in many business and law schcols. 
' a h  ha," you will say, recognizing the way Nash prob- 
ably constructed the outline of an octopus using stars. 
He chose stars that formed segments (resembling legs) 
and then pieced the segments together to form an octo- 
pus. The difficult part was to connect the segments at 
one star in such a way as to truly give the appearance of 
an octopus. 
But how do you know if it is possible to make an octopus 
from the relative position of the stars? In mathematics, 
this is known as the question of existence, which if an- 
swered in the affirmative begs the "question of ranique- 
ness" or what are the number of solutions? Some math- 
ematicians solve problems as Field Marshall Montgom- 
ery would-by assembling all the necessary resources 
before an assault. Other mathematicians solve problems 
as General Patton would-by pushing until the problem 
surrenders. Of course, the types of mathematicians are 
mirrored by a generous variety of problem solving ap- 
proaches. 
There are two fundamental camps in mathematics-pure 
and applied. Pure mathematics tries to artificially distin- 
guish itself from applied mathemarics by cIii'iming not to 
be useful and (snobbishly) superior. In very simplistic 
terms, pure mathematics is inertia-laden as it seeks to 
build a solid foundation pushing the construction of ever 
more general mathematical structures. Applied math- 
ematics seeks to create and solve silitabk models that 
reveal the physical mechanisms for a given phenomenon 
(traffic flow, weather, combustion, population dynamics, 
etc). Interestingly, Nash's models in game theory inspired 
further results in diverse applied mathematical fields, such 
as the mathematical theory of the stock market and ge- 
netics. 
Nash succeeded in solving a rob lem that von Neumann, 
a mathematical giant, could no'. solve, demonstrating a 
classical manner in which a mathematician seeks fame- 
solving a tough problem that has stunped great minds. 
One such grand problem was due to Pierre de Fermat 
(1601-1665), a lawyer and amateur nathematician; it is 
referred to as Fermat's Last Theorem JET]. This famous 
mathematical problem withstood the assault of the great- 
est mathematical minds for more than 350 years, until 
Cambridge Professor Andrew Wiles, working in secret 
for more than eight years, burst upon the mathematical 
scene in 1993 with a 153-page soliltion. But the "solu- 
tion" contained a small flaw, which was fixed with the 
help of another Cambridge nrathenatics professor. Wiles 
h i l t  his solution by combining the results of others, cre- 
sting new mathematical tools as needed, an6 receiving 
help from his peers with the pesky details. Wiles' ap- 
proach highlights problem soiving in mathematics, which 
is to combine, refine, and develop toois that help solve or 
extend results. As this process happens colleagues pro- 
vide quality control. 
Wiles compares solving FLT to that of an odyssey. In fact 
he describes his "experience of doing mathematics in 
terms of a jouney through a dark, unexplored mansion. 
You enter the first room of the mansion and it's com- 
70 %earn more about Fermafs Last 
Theorem, visi t  the foilowr'ng Web sites: 
NOVA Online: 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/proof/ 
[A photo of Wiles is available here; 
* BBC Horizon: 
htip://www."oc.cs.uk/science/horizon/ 
fermat.shtrn1 
To learn more about John Forbes Nash, 
Gsit the failowing Web sjtes: 
* Biography: 
http://www-groups.dcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/ 
- history/Mathematieians/Nasfi..html 
Nobel Prize site: 
http://www.nobeT.se/ecoimomics/laure- 
ates/1994/ 
Autobiography: 
http://www.noSei.se/econsrnics/laum- 
ates/l 994/nash-autobioOhtml 
s "John Nash and a Beautiful Mind," Notices 
of the American Mathematical Society, p 
1329-1332, November 1998. 
pletely dark. Wu stumble around humping into the fur- 
niture, but gradually yon learn where each piece of fur- 
niture is. Finaily, after six months or so, you find the 
light swiich, you turn it on, and suddenly it's ail i l l u ~ i -  
nated. You can see exactly where yoi: were. Then you 
move into the next room and spend another six months 
in the dark. So each of these breakthroughs, while sorne- 
t i ~ e s  they're momentary, sometimes over a period of a 
day or two, the culmination of-and couldn't exist with- 
out-?he many months of s tudding around ir, the dark 
that proceed them." 
The conquest of FLT exempiifies the intellectual struggle 
of the human wind, a d  even made interslationai news 
headlines, allowilrg the general populous to share in the 
victory. Amazingiy, a musical drama, Fermat's last  
Tango, based on rhe proof of FLT was proCuced by the 
York Theatre Company and ran Off Broadway in late 
2000 and early 2001. The play brings together math- 
ematics and theatre in an atterr,pt to understand the hu- 
man component and cultural meaning of a great intei- 
lectnai achievement. 
Wiles' journey describes mathematical problem soiving 
as equivalent to exploration or possibly cartography. Ex- 
plorers traverse :erri:ory, extending paths of others and 
sometimes retracing the steps of others. But they always 
create maps to enable navigation. 
In the begiming, these maps were not very detailed but 
over time they showed a textured landscape with sophis- 
ticated "pointers" that enabled even the novice searcher 
to retrace, flesh out, swvey, and possibly extecd the land- 
scape of mathematics. The dynamic character of these 
maps emerges as one sees the effects of improvements in 
solution techniques and the accompanying results. 
The probiems considered by Nash and Wiles required 
exceptional mathematical probiem solving skills. One may 
compare their efforts lo the construction sf an exotic 
racecac The knowledge gained froE building and testing 
a racer forms a map that others can study, learn and it- 
eratively improve rrpon. 
But not all mathematical problem solving skilis and tcols 
have -so originate from exceptionzi problems. Calculus 
provides a classical example of a well-mapped branch of 
mathematics in wfiich probiem soiving has generated the 
mathematical tools and results behind applicarions rhat 
we find indispensable-the auto~obi le ,  the refrigeri?to;., 
the telephone, and the computer. & 
DetectiveTM searches 
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Roberta Shaffer is an information profeszional specializing in lawfor over 25 years. 
TQ N A R Y  PEQPLE, T H E  I D E A  OF TVHfWKENG L IKE A LAWYER C O N J U R E S  U P  
sinister thoughts of finding loopholes and work arounds, assisting in miscarriages of justice, and stretching the 
truth. Many of our more shocking current events have some lawyer's action that seems outrageous at their core. 
We may be somewhat cynicai about lawyers on a global 
scale, and in the United States in particular, because so 
m w h  of our cultural capital seems to be expended on 
iitigation and on the high costs associated with legal ad- 
vice. Yet, it is difficult to refute the critical role that the 
law, and by extension, lawyers play in the smooth mn- 
ning of commerce, the facilitation of invention, and our 
ability to exchange ideas about ail shades of controversy. 
And these are just a few areas where the law makes a 
positive contribution to our lives. 
As information professionals, we may find that we have 
a great deal to learn from the way lawyers think. Law- 
yers are a credible group to analyze information behav- 
iors and attitudes because they are so reliant upon infor- 
mation to practice their profession. 
If we start our review with the ways in which Iawyers 
are taught, we see that the seeds of "thinking like a law- 
yer" are embedded in the structure of legal education. 
Distilled dowr, to its most basic parts, law students spend 
three years studying a variety of subjects. Almost all of 
these subjects are designed to develop five abilities-re- 
search, reasoning, [wjriting, reading; and rhetoric (in the 
oratory sense of this word). These are often referred to 
as the "Flve R's." 
Through the vehicle of the subject specific classes, the 
"Five R's" are designed to teach students to be thorough 
in their research, air tight on their reasoning, crystal clear 
in their writing, careful in their reading of everything 
(including the key meaning of punctuation), and facile 
in their oral communication. 
To many, the focus of legal education is being taught to 
think cnticzlly. Yet, like much of the concern that is waged 
against graduate education in library and information 
science, there is a strong demand from the marketplace 
for skills training. Like their graduate school counter- 
parts in professional education, law schools have resisted 
a strong emphasis on skills development unless those 
skiiis remain true 10 the "Five R's." The law schools see 
their mission as teaching students to think. In their eyes, 
this is an investment in their students' future success that 
cannot be compromised or diluted. 
Educators in both law and library and information science 
take great pains to help students "think like lawyers [criti- 
cally]." This is not easy because it makes the instructor 
seem argumentative, adversarial, and mired in minutiae. 
These are teaching techniques that sharpen the "Five R's." 
To a legal mind, being a lawyer or not, there should be no 
such thing as "fine print" regadless of font size! 
It could be convincingly argued that library and informa- 
tion professionals have the same professional motivation 
as lawyers. Information, a preciaus commodity, is given 
to the information professional's stewardship, just as law 
is given to lawyers. Neither profession can afford to be 
cursory in research, opinionated in reasoning, careless 
in word choice and usage, superficial in reading, and 
unclear in oral expression. 
Next, let us look at the attributes of lawyers that are shared 
by information professionals or should at the very least 
be noted. 
Lawyers are information perfectionists who must know 
the level of authority and the source of everything cited 
or used in legal argument. They also approach research 
as information optimists. There is an assumption that a 
"mirror" (or at least a complimentary case) exlsts or a 
statute or regularion is on point with a client's needs. 
Lawyers are very hesitant to declare something to be a 
"case of first impression.'' By the same token, informa- 
tion professionals have trouble facing the prospect that 
information does not exist. 
The lawyer's need for information is both historical and 
real-time, all at the same moment. Anglo-American legal 
tradition, in particuiar, is based on a system of precedents 
and analogy building. Viewed from this perspective, an- 
cient law, and in some cases, e7en discarded principles 
may still shed light on a cutting edge iegal problem. 
Lawyers think in the context of cultural vaiues and pub- 
-. ilc policy. They are strategic in setting a precedect or in 
the forging of new territory. While the needs of the indi- 
vidual client drive the lawyer's representation to the cli- 
ent of various results, certainly jusliciai decision rnaiiifig 
takes notice of the bigger social picture in both selecting 
the decisions upon which to actually write opinions; and 
then in selecting or highiy-refining the issue(s) upon 
which to reason a decision. 
While the Taw has infiitrated so =any other disciplines, 
it has, in turn, been highly influenced by a wide variety 
of subject matter. Lawyers are not inforrr.ation isolation- 
ists, but rather are anxious to understand the "iiterature" 
of all disciplines and to use it effectively ic advocacy. 
IncreasingIy, socioIogy, psychology, the basic sciences, 
and engineering have found themseives embedded in ie- 
ga! inquiry. Lawyers employ principles of qualitative and 
quantitative research in jury and forum seiectio~.,. 
Lawyers am still primarily verbal and text oriented. Words 
re~llain the critical tools of the trade. However, there is a 
significant movement in the direction of visual language 
in the creation of demonstrative evidence for trials and 
in mathematical riodeiing used in risk assessment. Some 
have beet so bold as to declare that the iaw is becoaing 
"'bi-lingual" in the sense of the text/visuai co~munica-  
I' 
 on continuurn. 
Sawyers are also very team-oriented. Legal teams are 
frequently vertical teams that bring together a group of 
experts in order to look at 23 the consequences of an 
action; yet, they rely sirnu:1kneo:;siy on being part of 
another team that is horizontai and kierzrchal within their 
organizations. 
Time management and tixw aeasurement are critical 
aspects of a lawyer's abiiity to be profitable. Cor:seqwnt!y, 
Iawyers value cclnvenieece and service. Access to infor- 
matioc, both in the :raditionzl aeaning of how informa- 
::on is organized and In the more modern meaning cf 
how easy a tool is to navigate use, are very impo~tanr 
selection criteria. Since Iawyers display an exceptionai 
b e !  of initial prodrrct skepticis-m and riwen very high prod- 
uct Loyaity, the "hcws" of access riaiae or break new en- 
tries into the legal marketplace. 
Looking to the fulure, lawyers should be s'raag advocates 
of digitized inforna';ion once i k y  can be assured on ths 
isszes of athenticity, security, and format stability. Digi- 
*1 :;zed information holds out the promise of concurrent ac- 
cess to various versions of laws and the ability to compare 
law across time and appiication, it also enhances the abii- 
ity to move among cited and citing nrateriais with easy? 
adjacent viewing o;stions. Finally, it faciiitates the recy- 
cling, regeneration, and npdating of work prodxt. 
As icformation professionais, we calr Ieam a great deal 
from how o f k r  professionais think and how their thought 
prccesses are inculcated into our own professioeal per- 
sona. In addition, -we nus t  know how our clienfeie(s> 
%inks in order to provide service ihat fits we;! within 
their professional framework, and takes into account the 
unique information needs they =ay face. g-4 i 
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ehanges iin our nation, including a new level of attention for the role of information in  business, national security, 
and fighting terrorism. I n  the aftermath of the attacks, it became clear that better gathering, sharing, and analysis 
of  key information might have enabled authorities to anticipate what was coming. 
The most glaring vulnerability exposed by the attacks, 
said Harvard's Rosabeth Moss Kanter, was "our 
governmeat's ability to absorb and process information." 
Others agreed. 
"Infcrmation-mostly the knitting together and analysis 
of ~cformation-is clearly what failed us. Too many pieces 
that might have been useful as a fabric floated here and 
there, disconnected, a rubble of incomplete knowledge," 
said Dcrwin magazine's Editor Lew McCreary. 
" r h i s j  is a war in which information may be the most 
important asset that we have," said Kational Security 
Acivisor CondoIeezza Rice.' 
We, as information professionals, need to react, lead, and 
change our strategies to address threats and opportuni- 
ties. "This is a moment to seize," said British Prime Min- 
ister Tony Blair. "The kaleidoscope has been shaken. The 
pieces are in flux. Soon they will settle again. Before they 
do. let us reorder this world around us."2 
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The texorlsts u~derstood the vaiue of sysrematic gather- 
ing and analysis of information for their deadly acts. A 
captured Al Qaeda training manual stressed "gathering 
information about the enemy, the land, the installations, 
arid the neighbors;" disseminating false informatior 
("spreadmg rumors and writing statements that instigate 
peopie against the enemy"); carrying false identity cards, 
p?,ssports, and other documents; and deliberate but cau- 
tious use of modern information systems ("duration of 
transmmion [on facsimile and wirelessj should not ex- 
ceed five minutes In order to prevent the enemy from 
pinpointing the device location") .3  They communicated 
over the Internet, exploited lax United States requirements 
to obtain key documents (such as visas and social secu- 
rity cards), carefully moved funds through special banks 
known as hawalas (that are not closely regulated and 
aezie few records], and coordinated so thoroughly that 
each of the four hijacking teams had its own ATM card 
with a single PIN.* 
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The federal government has focused extraordinary time 
and resources on investigation, intelligence gathering, 
analysis, selection, interpretation, and presentation of 
information to the public. The "White House Coalition 
Information Center" was established to comrmnicate in- 
formation about war, build support in Muslim nations, 
and disseminate information about humanitarian aid and 
plans for establishing a representative government in Af- 
ghanistan. Al-Jazerra, the Arab world's news Sroadcast- 
ing network based in Quatar, also assumed an important 
role in getting information out about the war, America's 
role, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and the Taliban. Part 
of the information challenge was convincing the Islamic 
public that Osama Bin Laden and his Al Qaeda network 
were responsible for the September 11 terrorist attacks. 
This included offering evidence that the hijackers were 
connected to A1 Qaeda, quoting Bid Laden's videos and 
speeches, showing that he had the will and the resources 
to execute an attack of that magnitude, and tying him to 
the Taliban in Afghanistaa5 As the war continued, gath- 
ering evidence to try terrorists in special military tribu- 
nals became an important consideration. 
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The administration continues to grapple with how to man- 
age and when to release information. In some ways this has 
been an improvised policy with some inconsistencies and 
problems. For instance, on October 25, +he president's press 
secretary said that the mail is "overwhelmingly presumed 
to be safe" from anthrax. However, the postmaster general 
said, "I can't offer a guarantee" that the mail is safe.E 
The attorney general or the homeland security director 
are issuing a number of unspecific alerts based on "cred- 
ible information" about new terrorist attacks. Some people 
think this policy is prudent, while others think it is alarm- 
ist. The federal and some state governments, reversing 
march 
iong-established liberal information dissemination poli- 
cies, removed information about water resources, nuclear 
power plants and waste storage sites, toxic waste sites, 
and transportation networks from Web sites. The Muciear 
Regulatory Commission shut down its site, then reopened 
it after removing sensitive inform~tion.~ 
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The spread of anthrax through the mail raised issues about 
sharing inforr~ation within the public health and medi- 
cal communities and disse~~ination f health-related in- 
formation to an anxious public. The anthrax threat high- 
lighted many information-related issues-about 20 per- 
cent of local public health departments lacked Interne: 
access, 10 percent had no e-mail, consistent and reliable 
information was hard to find, health "hotlines" were deI- 
uged with calls and staffed by peopie who did not have 
answers, and the message about :he seriousness of the 
threat was inc~nsis tent .~  Federal agencies-particularly 
Heaith and Human Services, the Centers for Disease Con- 
trol, and the Postal Service-struggled to find :he proper 
amount of informatior, to release and correct tone te re- 
lease it in. The news media played a major (sonretimes 
alarmist) role in information dissemination. Many health 
agencies, universities, libraries, and other institutions 
entered the infor~ation-disseaination aspect of the cam- 
paign by posting information on their Web sites. The 
American Medial Association's site answered "'FrequentIy 
Asked Questions" about bioterrorism, anthrax, and small- 
pox; provided advice; and offered a Bioterrorism Agents 
Quick Reference Guide with information about systems, 
treatment, and the danger of various biological  threat^.^ 
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In the wake of the September 11 attacks, press accounts 
and debates in Congress demonstrated inadeqsate i'ntel- 
Iigence gathering and infcrmation-sharing among the CIA, 
FBI, Border Patrol, Coast Guard, Customs Service, Immi- 
gration and Naturalization Service, and local police agen- 
cies. Lack of communication, turf issues, incompatible 
and, in some cases, outdated computer and electronic 
information systems, and lack of ability to deal wirh in- 
formation overload presented major information prob- 
lems. "We would be a lot safer?" Komeiand Security Di- 
rector Torn Ridge said, "if we could not only fuse some of 
this capacity but [alsoj exchange some of the inteiligence 
that these agencies now get."1° 
Key federal agencies began to address rhe culturai, legal, 
and technical issues associated with data integration and 
to earnestly search for ways to "share information on an 
unprecedented scale."ll Policy anaiysts also looked at the 
issue of "too much information" [something that infor- 
mation professionals deal with every day) and how to 
glean needed information fro= this overload. The FBI 
was completely reorganized to put more emphasis on in- 
ternal security, counter-terrorism, an5 cyber crime areas, 
which reqcired more vigorous approaches to inforna- 
tion gathering, analysis, sharing, and use. 
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In the wake of the attacks, FBI agents and other iaw- 
enforcement officiais stepped up their efforts to :rack down 
terrorists and prevent threats. FBI agents showed up un- 
announced at banks and businesses and asked for infor- 
mation without necessarily having subpoenas, conrt or- 
ders, or warrants. Legal experts advised companies ro treat 
information requests from government agents on their 
own merits and to have an individual in the coapany 
prepared to evaluate those requests.12 
In October, Cong-ess passed the "U.S.A. Patriot Act," a 
law, which "lays :he foundation for a domestic intelli- 
gence-gathering system of unprecedented scale and tech- 
nological prowess, acccrding to both supporters and cet- 
ics of the legislation." The Iaw expands the powers of :he 
FBI, CIA, and Treasury Depart~ent;  expands the use of 
wiretaps and other in~~estigative/information gathering 
approaches; guarantees that information can be shared 
between federal security agencies; and authorizes a na- 
tionwide communications systern for sharing information 
w t h  local police agencies. Informatioa sharing barriers 
are reduced. For instance, the law pernr-its the FBI to give 
grand jury information to the CIA without a court order, 
provided the information concerns foreign intelligence 
or international terr~r ism. '~  The Pztriot Act seems bound 
to foster a dramatic upsurge in information-related work. 
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Strategists from both the military and orher sectors are 
drawing en theories of =anagemen: and organization to 
engage in what military analyst John Arquilia has called 
"'netwar"-warfare against a networked force (snch as Al 
Qaeda) where "robustness, speed, and fiexibility'' ceunti 
and "communication is multi-directional, command is 
shared, people are ~ulti-skillad, trust is high." Defeating 
a ~etworked adversary involves searching for "nodes" 
(peopie or locations rhat are conmunication/inforr:ation 
switching points). Tkis requires mining k m x n  and other 
intelligence and searching through p h o ~ e  and bank 
records, visa and immigration data, licenses for trans- 
porting hazardous materials, etc. Netwar experts argue 
that we a x s t  look at several dimensions of the eneny: 
technological (target their processes and technolcgy]; 
social (kinship, narriage, religion that binds the network 
together); narrative [the story the network tells itself to 
r~aintain its esprit d'corps and resolve); organizational 
structure an6 Eode of operation. Fast-moving assazlt mi:s 
with information access complete the picture. Pentagon 
planners call their version of this approach "network-cen- 
tric warfare" with three dimensions: a "sensor grid" that 
collects information; a "shooter grid" consisting of ships; 
information ,. ' , _ * 
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planes, and soldiers; and an "information grid" of corr,- 
puters and co~rnunications devices. The goal is to have 
"informition superiority" and fast responsi~eness.'~ 
l?rform;3$?or: axld 'Xa.!atlt:fi~k! Adii,li.:?agi. 
Information is playing a major role in the combat aspects 
of the war on terrorism. The success of American bosh- 
ing of the Taliban 1s pareally attributable to '-gigasytes of 
targeting information, gathered on the ground, in the air, 
and irom space." 
Air Force Chief of Staff John P. Jumper says that "a coa- 
stellalion of information-galhering systems' has provided 
a dramatic advantage. For instance, unmanced Predator 
drone reconnaissance planes use their iaser designators 
to point out targets and forces on the groucd and give 
satellite-gulded coordinates to Navy and Air Force pilots.15 
Some troops carry Palm Pilots and others use band-held 
information devices. There are men plam 7~nder way to 
make more sophisticated infor~at ion technology avail- 
able to soldiers on the battlefield.'" 
i t r  l~r?:r&rorc &ra? it? 
In the wake of September 11, the bus:ness press has stressed 
the need for sound icformation technology secsrity, 
backup/off-site data systems, and the protection of coqm 
rate information systems against the threat of terrorist at- 
tacks, including "cyber-attacks" over :he Web. Artkies 
about disaster management, blisiness continuity, access 
control, and miaied topics-_most having important infor- 
mation managernen! applications-appeared In policy jorr- 
nab. A special issue of the magazine Informatian Xkek 
covered corporate recovery fro= :he Sept. PI attacks. The 
theme of the issue -"Relocated, Rewired, Resilientn- 
summed up the generaliy successful response and lessons 
iearned in the process.17 New York's hard-hit ficaccial con- 
rnunity provided many important lessons, particularly 
about information issues associated with physical reloca- 
tion to new offices. Among the r h e ~ e s :  redundact infor- 
mation systems are a sound investment to ersure busi- 
ness continuity in times cf disruptron; morale suffers even 
if technology an6 data tamrivere; a realistic disaster prepzred- 
ness/response pian with clearly assigned responsib:lities 
is essential; and reassuring yonr c ~ s t o r ~ e r s  that their data 
and your ability 'Lo do business are both intact is essential. 
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The anthrax scare and fears about fiy~ng have given a 
boost to alternative means of conveying informatioc. 
Fear of anthrax-tainted mail is leading some companies 
and consumers to shun snail maii in favor of e-mail and 
e-eorrxnerce. That has put presswe on IT managers to 
increase bandwidth, add servers, and deploy applications 
that can handle the growing volume of e-marketing cam- 
paigns and e-pay~ents .  l0 
Thcugh r:eetiag via a teieconference hooicnp n a y  be less 
personal, it is Iess nerve-racking rhan flying to meet your 
colleagues and business partners. E-ccnmerce-perform- 
ing business functions over the Web-is also liicely to get 
Eore attention k c a w e  of recent evats .  It is too early to 
predict just what the results will be, bit there is no d o h t  
?ha% the terrorist attacks have encouraged greater use of 
digi:a:l information sharing. 
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There are also a carnber of projects a imng to capture 
infcraation on the tragic events of Septemser 11. The 
Lisrary of Congress, the internet Archive, and a few other 
groaps have teamed up to create a Web site that "ar- 
chives" Web content i r o a  the press, government, cor- 
porations, and other g r o q s  pertainiqg lo the attacks.17 
Several repositories In New York Clty and elsewhere ra 
New York stare have Segun docwnentatioc efforts to 
provide a fcil record of the many aspects and ramificz- 
t;ons of the trageay. 
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Themes liks straregic use of infarnation, competitive in- 
telligecce, knowledge managemect, information security, 
human-computer interaction, filtering, and information 
p o k y  are no2 new tc icformation professionals. Mere are 
jns: a few of the ways icformation professionais can help 
in a post-September I; world.: 
We have developed the toois and expertise to nleet mzny 
of the information-related chailenges. Part of the work 
is to rnake them better known, understood, and me& 
partiruiariy in gcverzxrilent. 
o On: professionai community has a role to play in pre- 
venting future attacks by helping the government make 
better use of information acd in shaping criricai policy 
choices in sensitive areas such as access to iniorma- 
?ion (including infor~at lon on iibrary users) . 
Libraries Save an important role to play £for the cox- 
munities they serve as sonrces of irformation for ',be 
public, forums for discussions, repositories for Gocu- 
mentation efforts, and piaces of refuge and rallying 
p i r ~ t s  i a  times 05 crisis. 
5 Professional library an5 inforn.,atlon schoois also have 
a role to play throngh offering courses on information 
acd the war on terrorism, corqetitive inteiiigence, in- 
formatice policy> and orher important currect topics. 
in tse Gnai znalysis, It is ciear the pieces of the inforrna- 
tion ' icaieidoscope" have indeed been shaken by the tragic 
evects of the past few What form they take i?~ 
the future :s in part up 13 US. 6; 
information .- 
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march ' . , 
r:ore innovative and entreprenear- 
iai. People working as researchers or 
as knowledge jrokers can rhink of 
themseives as solo entrepreneurs. 
-- 
Keeping in mind the SSKs n o t ? ~  of 
In 1985, Peter Dsscker pub'lished 
the seminal Innovation and En!=- 
prenenrship: Pmctbce trnd Principles. 
codifying ideas for a discipline fhar 
seemed to exist only as a sea:-of- 
the-pants, go-$y-your-gut endeavor* 
He describes and analyzes such en- 
trepreneurial innovations as the de- 
velopment of the modern newspa- 
per and radical entities such as Ny- 
lon acd peniciiiln. 
He also shows the key ingredients 
Ray Mmc used to rurn McDonald's 
from a 2953s banburger stand into 
a classic case of entrepreneurship, 
The keynote weaker at the 2002 
Special Libraries Association annual 
conference In Los Ar?geks this June 
contimes to focus on these fields 15 
years after the release of his book. 
The latest book in The Drucker 
Foundatism's Wisgc= to Acrion Se- 
ries is Leading F&- innoualisn and 
Organizing for Results, with 3,ought- 
ftC essays by an all-star lineup in- 
cluding Howard Gardner, Margaset 
9. Wheatley and James Burke. 
In the foreword- Frances Etesselbein, 
one of the co-editors and the chair- 
man of the board of governors of the 
Peter F. Drucker Foundation for Non- 
profit Management, writes ehar in 
1991, while preparing for the 
foundation's first conference, she 
asked Dnsker for his deE;ini8lsn of 
innovation. She wanted a descsigtion 
that could be used as a guiding 
thenx for their materials. After sone 
thought, Drucker faxed back this re- 
piy: "'lnnovaricn: change rhat creates 
a new dinension of performance." 
in M e m g e m e n t  Challenges for the 
2lst  Century, published in 1999, he 
reiterates his long-held belief that 
managemen: and entrepreneizrs8ip 
are inseparable: "An enterprise, 
whether a nusinass o: any other in- 
stitution, that does not innovate and 
does not engage in entrepreneurship 
wfll not survive iong." 
Both must be managed and put to 
work. They are cot weekend endeav- 
ors, or something yorr perform when 
you have nothi% berler to do, They 
are only partially a rmter  sf ana- 
lyzing reports and statistics. At so-ne 
point, y3u must go out into €22 fieid 
and observe by yourself, and draw 
':he right condusions, 
If w-hat yo2 are doing is not SOTIP- 
thing radically transfor~ed, you am 
not a s  entrepreneur and yo:;_ are not 
innovating. A E ~  he reninds i ~ s  that 
we mzsr csntinna!!y keep the needs 
and wants of the customer in mind. 
§LA r ~ m b e r s  zag Iearr? a lot i ron  
these practices and principles. En- 
trepreneurship is now taught in li- 
ka ry  schoois and there have been 
coantiess books on these subjects in 
the last decade and a kalf. And we 
can help those we work with Se 
"putting knowledge to work," we 
can look tt3 Drzcker's com~:ent in 
Innoveticn and En t repreneu~sk ip  
that 'Rnowiedge-based innovaticn is 
the 'super-star' 31 e~trepreneuzk@," 
He writes that this type of innova- 
:ion "drffe~s from a!; ofi.,er innova- 
:ions in Its basic charactedstics: time 
span, casualty rate, predictability? 
and in the challenges :t poses to :he 
entreprenenr. And like most 'saper- 
stars; knowledge-based innovation 
is temperanental. capricious, and 
hard to  ana age." 
There is notking necessarily magical 
a$obit, perkrxing as an ectrepreneun: 
In Imciiation and Entrep-enmrship 
ile writes7 "The best proof that entre- 
reneurship is a ques5on of behav- 
i o ~  poiicies, and p~actkes ratkel- :ban 
personalfry is the grcwing number of 
older large-company people iz the 
U&ed States who z a k e  entrepre- 
neurship their seccnd career.'. 
SLA members are prime can&dates 
tc transforr: Drucker's ideas into 
careers and insrieutions thar take our 
talents and careers to new, unsus- 
pected heigh~s. 
Bruce Rosensteln is a librarian at 
- - USA TODAY and an adjunct profes- 
sar  at The Catholic University 
School of Library and Information 
Science. He can be reached at  
brosenstein@usaroday.coz. 
of publication in 2000, 
ted to ff7 in impact 
Organic Chemistry. 
research in all br 
organometallic, rn~~licinal. and bioorianic chcrnisty. Chemistry*. JCC has becdrne TH): journal 
h c e  1999, ACS Publications will hzve introduced a total of 6 new publications: Qvganie Letters (1 9991, 
Journal of Combinatorial Chemisq (1 9991, Biomacromolectcles (2000), Crystal Growth & Design 
axd Wano Legem (boxh in 20001), and the forthconibg Journal of Proteome Research (2002). This newest 
journal wlll integrate the fields of chemistry, matheaatics, applied physics, biology, and medicine in order 
to uusderstand more fully the function of proteins in the terns. For further infomation on the 
JoumaH ofBroteome Research go to its homepage at R 
These newest jo-xnais in the ACS family of publications continue the quality and excellence that is the 
h a h a r k  of the Axierican Chemical Society. 
*Based on tihe iCOC ISF Jourrai Citation Reports Data@ 
Be Amended? 
Some of n y  coimms 5ave detailed 
the difficslties that Section ilO(2) el  
the Copyrfght Act causes for distance 
education (see inf~maticn GxtZ~ok, 
November and December 1998). 
Compared to the broad exemption 
for perforwances and aisplays ;n 
face-to-face teaching activities in a 
nonprofit educational insritutien, the 
c%istance learning section is narrow 
in its definition of what may be done 
without seeking permission from the 
copyright holder. The Digital Mii- 
ienniuni Copyright Act contained a 
requirement thar the Copyright Gf- 
fice conduct a study of modern dis- 
tance education and make r eam-  
mendations abour whether and how 
the statute should be amended to 
facilitate digital distacce educaiicn, 
The Copyright Office's Report on 
Distance Education was published 
in May 1399 (see Infomation Out- 
look October 1999). This month I 
will focus on effofis t s  embcdy the 
Register's reco~rnendaliom into a 
b411 and the slalus of the effort m 
amend Section 2 3  ( 2 : .  
Following publication cf the 
Register's 2ep02~ headngs were helri 
before the House Subcommittee on 
Courts, :he Internet, arid kteilectuai 
Property ia June 1999. In addition 
to the Register of Copyrights, only 
five witnesses were invited to testify. 
Two were representatives of copy- 
right ho!ders, two were representkg 
the user conmunity, and one was 
re~resenting iCepylight, an organi- 
zation created by publishers prima- 
siiy to prcvide reproductions cf 
printed works and to handle :he cai- 
iection and d:s:rijution of ~oy&es 
for reproduc2ions cf copyrighre2 
works. Nor s:~rrisingiy, opinion 
was sharply dlvided over the need 
to anend Section 1119 (2 ) .  There was 
no ? ~ d > e r  Coiigress~onai action on 
:he iss:;e for nearly two years. 
In March 2001 Senators Ozin H m h  
(%Utah> 2nd Pate& Leaky (D-VT; 
sponsored a bill to impiemest the 
Register's reccmmendatioils, S. 487, 
?he Technoiogyi, Education and Copy- 
dght Warnonization Act JTEACR: 
A hearing an S. 483 was held o s  
March 13 hefore the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. Testimony was presented 
on 5ehaI:' of copyrigh prop5etors and 
tfne hzgher education ccmmsizi?y The 
Register's testimany suppTte5 the 
:Jill, which would implement the rec- 
ommendaticns made by her office. 
Again, supprr  fsr the bill was di- 
vided. Hlghar education was gener- 
ally szppo1-5aig of the amendment but 
had reservalicns about some of the 
language and the cali to deiieiop 
guidelines. Copyright owners strem- 
ously objected tc the blll. 
7 .  At LIE conciaslon of L k  hearings, the 
Senate Subcommittee asked the Reg- 
ister to facilitate efiofis ic negctiare an 
improved S. 487. The Ccpyright Of- 
fice tkm convened a working gmup, 
which hammered cur a nego3ated 
version of &e Dill. For &mest a =en*&, 
the group worked Sard ro mach agree- 
xsent. Each side reiincuiskxd saxe  
+i ~ m g s  ' iT wazfed in excharrge for the 
inciusio~ of other provisicns. The ne- 
go2:ated version cf TXACW was 
brought b&r? ?kie Senate iu3ciary- 
Comz&ee on -May 17 where :t passed 
unanimously: S. 487 passed rhe PSI 
e n a w  on k s e  7, 20G1. 
information suttaok 
EUIPZS-IN-CHLEF 
Professor fed Munn, Institute for Er:vi:onmen:ai Studies, iiniversity cf Tcrcnro, Canada 
Vohma 6ne: The Earth System: Physicel and Chemical Dimensions of Global Environmental Change 
Ves$uma Two: The Earth System: BioIogical and Ecological Dimensions of Global Environmental Change 
Vsdume Three: Causes and C~nsequences of Global Environmental Change 
%io?ume Faus: Responding to Global Environmen%al Change 
Voiurns Five: Socia8 and Economic Dimensions of GIobd Environmental Change 
e Opening e s s a y s  and a r t i d e s  previde a n  essentiai overview of t 5 e  entire subject area for each voiume 
Biographies of 5istinguished environmentai scientists discuss  their contributions to  a better understanding 
of glcbal e n v i r o c ~ e n i a l  change 
Defiri;ions of internatianai terms and descriptions ;,f acronyms of interwationai and regional programs and 
agencies provide a quick reference sou-ce for t h e  environmenaai scientist and s tudent  
88 FPrsents a thematic approach and includes theory, empirical s tudies  and applications emphasizing t h e  
Inter-reiationsbip between various disciplines and s s s t e m s  
ltalicized paragraphs a t  t h e  beginning sf t h e  scieritific e s s a y s  provide t h e  non-speciaiist with a n  introduction 
i x o  why t h e  topic is important and where it fits i?to t h e  broader aspec t s  of global change 
Fcr F R E E  savpie ai..ticles visit: w.wi iey .co .uk /ege~  
For many people the phrase "public 
policy" is syncnymous witi: the 
word "politics" and "politics" is a 
four-letter word. But each of us ex- 
periences the results of public policy 
decisions on a daily basis. Some- 
times it is through the fallout of laws 
such a UCITA. Other times it is 
through a ruling by the librarian of 
Congress. 
Often we allow the opportunity to 
influence public poiicy pass us by 
because proposed iegislation anb 
reguiations are frequently so detailed 
and contain so much jagon that they 
are difficult to understand. This 
causes us to feel overwhelmed. So 
we leave legislating and rule 
ing to "poky wonks," but it does 
not have to be this way. 
Generally, it is not necessary to un- 
derstand all the nuances of a piece of 
Hegislation or regnlation. A soiid over- 
view is often enough to convey the 
purpose of the legisiation or rule and 
its potential affect. Web sites such as 
Thomas (http://thornas.loc.gov) , 
which is operated by the U.S. Library 
of Congress, are excellent sources for 
+: -,:is k i ~ d  of information. 
YOG may still be wondering why you 
should get invoived in public poiicy 
debates, There are several good rea- 
sons for becoming involved. One 
reason is that it gives you a chance 
to shape the scope of a 5nai draft of 
a law or ruie. You may even be able 
to help determine how a Law or ruie 
is made. Getting involved in public 
policy provides a chance to partici- 
pate in the evoiution of your rofes- 
sion, your community7 and society 
as a wkole. In a nmsheli, being ig- 
volved in public policy is a c  oppor- 
tunity to have your voice heard. 
However, making your voice heard 
sometines seems Iike an impossible 
task. O k n  people feel alone in their 
efforts to address a policy issue. 
r. cven when a group of people band 
together they rmay feel that their 
elected and appointed officials are 
only interested in hearing iron lob- 
isyists representing organizations 
that have missive ainounts of money 
and power. They believe that these 
officials are not interested is hear- 
ing the common person's point of 
view. 
Thai is whjr headquarters sraff has 
spen: t5e past several rrzonths re- 
vamping :be §LA public poiicy de- 
partment. Om main goai is to prc- 
vide information professionals 
throughout the world with a voice 
in the legislative and regulatory prc- 
cess. FNe are here to heip ~ 7 5 ~  con- 
vey to lawmakers the professionai Is- 
sues that you confront. But to effec- 
tively represent inforxation profes- 
sionals we need everyone's input. 
VJe cannot accurately convey your 
position unless we hear fror; you. 
You, §LA members, are 3sr  jest 
source of inforrnaricn secause you 
have firsthand kncwledge of how a 
law or regulation will affect Infor- 
mat',on professionais. For example, 
wiii a particular law =ake your job 
=ore difficult? Arc you able to 
implement it? Will it work in prac- 
tice or is %I just a theory that iooks 
good on paper? You can help us pro- 
vide lawmakers with anecdotal evi- 
dence that demonstrates the realities 
of rhe Iaws and rules they make. 
Ywz also have a "cefter understand- 
ing of what is happening in your 
geographic area or area of special- 
izarion or interest, Often the rno- 
nenm= for a new law or regulation 
srarts at the state or local Ievel. 
When actjon is taken at these lev- 
els, federal governments and the in- 
tercationai ccmmmity rake notice. 
Then ?hey decide to eitker take ac- 
'Lion to counter what the state or !o- 
cai government has done, i~~piement  
the state or !ccai action a: the fed- 
eral or international Ievel, or ailow 
the state or local government to deal 
with the issne theixseives, Bj7 iet- 
ting us know what is happening in 
your city, state, or speciaky area; you 
can point us In directions thatwe 
may not have thought of. It can give 
us 2 sense of what issues are mak- 
ing tbeir way to the frond and how 
'these issues should be addressed. 
T k ~ e  will also be times when ac- 
tion, on rhe part of associat' .1oz3. me,?r- 
bers. is reqmred. Lawaakers and 
rule makers like hearing from the 
p u b 3  at iarge, gaficuhrly their con- 
stituents. That is why we need yonr 
assistance in om grassroots activi- 
+: , es, when they are necessary, These 
activitres include writing a letter to 
a lawmaker or r ~ i e - ~ a M n g  agency. 
ether times it may be an e-naiI or 
phone caii to an eiecZed or appointed 
official. These are the best ways ts 
explain your position ro decision- 
makers. 
Whlie inp.dt from even one person 
can =ake a difference, correspon- 
d e x e  from a iarge number of peopie 
lends c~ediMity ra the group's pmi- 
tion. That is why we hope tbat, 
when the time coines, you will par- 
&-- &,ate in the grassroots effo-s. We 
also kope you will help zxf,ivate 
your feiloxw =ern-hers to do the sane. 
Not onry is it i=prtant for members 
to express their opir,ions to decision 
nakers, i",s importans for theE to 
have a cornxion message. This is 
why it is inpoi-tant to develop issue 
stalements. Currently, SLA has four 
rssue stateaents regarding copyright 
and inieXectual property, access to 
government informarion, the global 
infornation infrastructure, and con- 
petilivesrss for the profession. As 
new issses arise we hope that mem- 
bexs ~ 4 1 1  work wit2 the public policy 
staff to draft new position statements 
that accurately reflect the concerns 
of rank and file members. 
With ail of this in mind, we have 
established several goals for the pub- 
. ~izc policy department. As already 
stated, one goal is to identify issues 
of importance to information profes- 
sionals an3 to seek input and par- 
ticipation in addressing those issues. 
Another goal is to provide our mem- 
bers regular, accurate, and timeiy 
updates about what's happening in 
pubiic pclicy. -We also hope to build 
coalitions with other organizations 
as appropriate. 
SiA's Government, Affairs Platform 
gilided the esrablishrnent of these 
goals. This platform, along with the 
members of C?e Public Policy Commit- 
ree and the Government Relations 
Committee chair of each chapter and 
division, also help direct department 
acrivities. However, we are always 
seeking inpst from our members. If 
there is a certain issue or course of 
action that you would like to see SLA 
pursue, please get in touch with a com- 
mittee member, government relations 
chair, or public policy staff member. 
If you would iike more information 
regarding SLA's government re!a- 
tions activities please log on to Vir- 
tual SLA (www&.org) and click on 
Public Policy Central. On this page 
you can find rhe current Public 
Policy Update, Iinks to position stale- 
ments, announcements, a link to the 
Government Affairs Platform, a link 
to a listing of Pubiic Policy Commit- 
tee members and other department 
information. There is also a link to 
the Public Policy InfoBank, which 
is an archive of department updates 
and position statements. 
SLA's members act as a focal point 
for the association's government re- 
lations activities. We hope that you 
are as excited as we are about mov- 
ing further into the public policy 
arena. Agai~ ,  please don't hesitate 
to let us know which public policy 
issues you would like SLA to ad- 
dress. Doug Xewcom's, director of 
SLA public policy, can be reached 
by e-mailing dnewcomb@sla.org or 
by calling (2823 939-3676. Tamara 
Theiler, pubiic policy analyst, can 
be reached by e-mailing 
ttheiler@sla.org or by calling (202) 
939-3677. 
The OAK imperative: Paper Past, Digital 
Enduring Record Future: Managing 
urces with the or Digitat Dust! Metadata Standards 
Friday, April 19 in Transition 
Wednesday, May 29 
12:oo-2:3opm EDT 
Tuesday, March 25 
1r:oo-2:3opm EST 
You may register your institiition at 
http: j/~ww.oclc.org/instit~~te /events/&s.hfm 
h a perfect world, t%le work~iace 
would be an oasis of learning and 
vast knowledge sharing across the 
organizational staff char;. From ',he 
CEO to :he mailroom, employee de- 
velopment would =eve at the speed 
of light, enabling manag, amen: to 
evolve at z rapid pace. Ernpioyers 
could sit back and rr7atch as new 
empioyees soak up the knowledge 
of the organization and pass rhe In- 
formation on in the aEounr of time 
it takes a sponge to a3sorb an ounce 
of water. Souad iike a pyramid 
scheme? 
Although, this scenario is not reai- 
istic in today's business world, 
mentoring is a vainable option for 
employers to place their workers in 
a position to succeed without the 
high cost that is usually attributed 
with professional development. As 
an information professiona1 and a 
productive member of your organi- 
zation, who is better suited to de- 
velop a menloring program! The 
time has come for you to share yonr 
vast kn~wledge and experiences in 
your organization. 
What exactiy is zentorlng7 in the 
July 2008 issue @f tnfomction Om- 
bok,  an axtick w?&en by Theo Zones- 
Quartey entitled, ""Mectorisg-Per- 
sonaI Reflections of a Speciai Librar- 
ian," highlighted tbe personal advan- 
tages of mentoring from the point of 
view of the person being mentored. 
Qiaartey said the ancient Greek 01%- 
gins of the word mentor hailed fro= 
Homer's Odyssey. Mentor in Hcmer's 
Odyssey was a tstor whom King 
Bdysseus en?rusted his son 
- - ieiernachcs to when he went away 
t.3 fight in the Trojan Wars. 
Anywzy [sot to get side tracked), 
:oday the word mentor is not re-rcog- 
nized as a tutor or teacher but sor~e-  
one who r w i d e s  guidance or coun- 
sel. Menloring is used as an invaiu- 
able tool for deveioping a personai 
investment and is a cost-effective 
way for delivering outcor:es and 
achieving organizational growth. In 
many organizations, there are train- 
ers who are often confused as being 
=entors. However; there 4s a vast 
difference 3etween rraining and 
nentoring. Recognizing the differ- 
ence coxid have a inajor impact an 
your rektionshi if jiou ever conlem- 
place beconing a mentor. 
From an individual standpoint, the 
mentoring process is vital IO a r e a  
development. Jones-Qraartey men- 
tioned in her aZ.iricle that she ben- 
efited from k i n g  in a mentoring pro- 
gram f ~ r  special Iibrarians. She re- 
ceived coaching for a r e a  and skills 
in which she had lit& or no experi- 
ence; she was abie to Learn from con- 
structive non-threatening criticism 
azd her skills were =arketed to her 
organization. In addition, she was 
pa? in a position to imprcaie her in- 
terpersonal skills and network at the 
same time. 
A good mentoring progran is a twe 
way street. Although the organiza- 
:ion bears the burden of impiemest- 
ing a pmgra=, and evaluating its 
effectiveness, a crirlcal component sf 
t%le process is the roie of the mentee. 
Jones-Quartey states that the xentee 
has la play an integrai part in =ak- 
ing the rekrionsbip beneficial. As 
- prom an orgacizational standpolat, 
xenroi-ing can Se a W~E-win situa- 
tion. Whiie some organizations tend 
to foms on rhe latest trends, out- 
standing organizations know tkat 
Leaderskip rmdels art. very traarsient 
to say t3e least. so their matoring 
prcgrar~s benefit r5eir empicyees at 
a personal and professional level and 
are ak.:: well crganized and share a 
- ~. 
c c m m n  plaz, whlie sZi2 nurturing 
mdivldual expssior:  and styic. 
Create 2 formula or pian 8:' acticn 
for gxding tke =enter and the 
rizentee 
idenrify s~eci f ic  objectives an6 
guideirnes for the relationship 
Determine the szylc of nenlonng 
[one-on-one or group qenraring; 
Identify devdoprzenr needs oi ev- 
eqmne fnvoked 
Create a neator s ~ p p s f i  network 
Zstabiish coxprehens3ve training 
of nentors 
D~velop a sys:en that can evaiu- 
are and mezssre feedback 
The Mentoring Group a? 
s v x ~ w . ~ e n C o r i n g g r o u p ~ c o ~  32s a
lis::ng cf "AMenPoring Besr Practices" 
from organizations that have devei- 
oped aenforing programs. The 
Menrering Institure z i 
ww~~..mentoring-resora~rces~cs~ also 
zfkrs ir;formarlcn on the science of 
mentoring. 
by Frank H z  Portugal, Ph.C. 
A deterwation of the bottom fine value of libraries and 
information centers has proven dlfflicult because of the intan- 
gible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting 
systems that for the most part focus on tmgible or physical 
assets rather thm intangible ones. The problem is that the 
intangible value of libraries and infomation centers may be 
orders of magnitude greater than their tan 
overcome some of these measurement dficulties this 
workbork presents four rent approaches to the intangible 
'~iduatisn of infomztisra resources, 
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The Southern California Chapter is 
thrilled to be welcoming the Special 
Libraries Association to the fabulous 
City of the Angels. We know you 
will find the many terrific meetings 
at the conference hard to Ieave, but 
should you have some free t h e  or 
vacation before or after the confer- 
ence, Los Angeles offers a wide va- 
riety of attractions. The foliowing is 
a sEa!l sar:pling sf things to do in 
your free t ine  or on vacation. To 
view an extensive Ist, go to http:// 
library.csun.edu/dhelfer/2002/ 
welcome. html. 
14ovie and Tif Paas 
Tickets for TV series an3 gane show 
tapings at many studios, including 
CBS Studio Center, Cnlver Studios, 
and Universal Studios, can be ob- 
tained through Audiences Unlimited 
by calling (828) 506-0067. Para- 
mount Television also tapes a num- 
ber of hit shows. To obtain Pickets, 
call (323) 956-1777. "The Tonight 
Show Starring Jay Leno" is taped at 
NBC Television. Call (818) 840-3537 
to obtain tickets for NBC. Warner 
Bros. Studios (4000 Warner Bivd.. 
Burbank] offers a two-hour working 
studio tour, which involves some 
walking. Reservations are required. 
Call (818) 954-:744 at least one 
week in advance to reserve a spot. 
Mann's Chinese Theatre (6925 Hoi- 
iywood Btvd.) is open to the public 
and features the famous cement- 
hand and foot prirrts. The Hollywood 
Sign, one of Southern Caiifornia's 
most recognized icons, can cleariy 
be seen throughout most of Holiy- 
wood, while :he Hol'lywocd Walk of 
Fame honors show business imxmr- 
tals along Holiywcod Boulevard and 
Vine Street. At the new Hollywood 
and Highland Com,iex, you can 
enjoy shopping, movies, restaurznts, 
hotels, entertainment, and the Kodak 
Theatre-the new and permacent 
home of the Academy Awards, coc- 
certs, live theatre, and speciai events. 
The Acade=y of Molion Picture Arts 
and Sciences I333 S. La Cinema 
Blvd., Beverly Hills) is sesponsijle 
for the Academy Awards eve7  year. 
The library is ogen to the pubiic but 
space is IixiteC. CsII (310) 247-3090 
to make reservations. The Museum 
of Teirvision & Radio (465 N.  
Beveriy Drive, 3everiy Hilis] features 
a collection of more than 95,000 tele- 
vision and radio prograEs. Call j3X) 
786-1000 for details. 
Dawntown and  E Z ~ T O Z S  
Downtown Los Angeles is a micro- 
cosm of =any cultures that make the 
city orLe of the world's most diverse 
communities. Chinatown (north of 
Snnset Bivd., between Broadway and 
Hiii St.> features dozens of restau- 
rants and hundreds of shops special- 
izing in Chkese food and other 
Asian ixports; call (213) 617-0396 
for mcre information. Shopping pIa- 
zas, excellent restaurants, 3zddh:st 
tenqsies, and the kpanese Amescaa 
Cultural and Community Center are 
found in Little Tokyo [bounded by 
Los Angeles, TempIe, 3rd and 
Alameda 5:s.). Cali (213) 628-2725 
or 689-8822 for details, Oiwra Street 
(bcunded by Main at Los Angeles 
St.) feasures a coiorfal iMexican xar- 
ketplace and historic EI Pueblo de 
Los Angeles (1 981: and Avila Adobe 
(18I8). Call (213) 528-1274 for more 
information. Tke Bradbury Building 
(304 S. Broadway), designed by a:- 
chi~ecr George Herbert Vdyma~ in 
1893, has a Victorian gem of an in- 
terior-a glass-sky& court, c m a k  
grillwork, and open-cage elevators. 
Union Sramn (800 Alameda St.), a 
btrlfdfng familiar to ~oviegoers aii 
over the worid. was 'mil: in a Span- 
ish Mission style that subtly com- 
bines Streamline Moderne and 
Moorish design elements. For the 
shoppfng buffs, there is the fasixon 
&i+: 
. ~ ~ L : ~ c f ,  a jewelry mart, and the arts 
district. Cali (213) 683-6873 for mcre 
information 
.,- i 8 s i ~ c  Parks 
For those of you seeking a little ad- 
ventsre, check out some of 
California's theme parks. Call (724) 
781-4565 for xifsrmaticn abont 
Dsneyland and Disney's California 
Adveatsre (1313 S. Harbor Elvd., 
Anaheim). Six Flags (Magic Moun- 
tain Pkwy., 'Jalencia) rocks visitors 
with some of the best roller coasters 
in the world, CaE (661) 255-411 for 
information. Knott's Berry FarR 
it3339 Beacb Blvd., Bueca Parkj of- 
fers some outstaqding "coastem" of 
LE own, plus many beidings trans- 
placted from old mining towns. 
Phone ('714) 220-5203 for details. 
Universal Studios Hollywood :I00 
Universal City Plaza, Unrversal C@) 
offers rides and attracncns inspired 
by your favorite movies and TV 
sbcws. Cali [818) 508-9600 for more 
i n f ~ r ~ a t i o n .  
All of these Bbuious Lieme parks are 
yv:Ib;7 , : a one-hoitr drive of d o m -  
town LA. 
&&dcor$ 
Within Griffith Park are tennis 
caiirts, golf, horse stables, pony 
ndes, a merry-go-round, children's 
railroads, a colieetios of old railroad 
cars and engices, the L A r  Z0o and 
Greek Theatre, and the Autry Mu- 
seum of Western Heritage. At Santa 
Monica Pier {Coiorado Bo~ieuard & 
Ocean Awe. in Santa Monica: you can 
enjoy eateries, soavenir skops, ar- 
cades, and Pacific Park. @ail (310; 
458-8908 for details, Venice Beach 
is an L.A. nust-see with bicyclists 
and skaters, magicians, a chain-saw 
juggler, and street artists. You can 
rent skates and bicycles at the south 
end of the boardwalk. 
B6~wr,s 3nfj 
Exposition Park (south of the USC 
campus and adjacent to the Memo- 
rial Coliseum and Sports Arena] 
boasts  several of Southern 
California's top cultural attractions, 
including the Natural History Mu- 
seum, (213) 763-3466 and the Cali- 
fornia Science Center, (323) 724- 
3623. The California African- 
American Museum presents chang- 
ing exhibilions of art, culture, and 
history. Call (213) 744-7432 for 
more information. 
The Gelty Center (1200 Getty Cen- 
ter Drive) includes the Getty Mu- 
seum, &search Institute, and Con- 
servation Institute in a stunningly 
beautiti1 setting. Call (313) 440-7300 
for details. Huntington Library, Art 
Collections, and the Botanical Gar- 
dens (1151 Oxford Rd., San Marino) 
contains more than 600,000 books 
and some 300 manuscripts, includ- 
ing such treasures as a Gutenberg 
Bible. Call (626) 405-2100 for infor- 
mation on any of these locations. 
Deposits of oil collected in shallow 
pools and coagulated into sticky as- 
phalt can be found at the La Brea Tar 
Pits (5801 Wilshire Blvd) . More than 
100 tons of fossil bones have been re- 
moved in excavations over the last 
seven decades and many are on dis- 
play ar the George C. Page Museum 
next door. Call (323) 934-PAGE for 
more details. LACMA, [the Los An- 
geles County Museum of Art) is lo- 
cated at 5905 Wilshire Boulevard. Call 
(323) 857-6000 for information. 
MOCA (the Museum of Contemporary 
Art) at California Plaza is located at 
250 South Grand Avenue in Los An- 
geles. Call (213) 626-6222 for details. 
International Special Librarians Day 
April 18,2002 
The Museum of Tolerance (9786 W. 
Pico Blvd), adjacent to the Simon 
Wiesenthal Center, uses state-of-the- 
art interactive technology and chal- 
lenges visitors to confront bigotry 
and racism. Call (310) 553-8403 for 
more information. The Norton 
Simon Museum (411 W. Colorado 
Blvd., Pasadena] houses a stunning 
Old Master and Impressionist art 
collection. Cali (6261 449-6840 for 
details. 
For additional information on 
these and other wonderful 
L.A. sights, visit the Southern 
California Chapter Web site at 
http://library.csun.edu/ 
dhelfer/2002/welcome.html. 
SLA Board sf D-Irectors 
Appebinto ~xbrow 
The Special Libraries Associatior, 
(SLAj a n m u x e d  that Wigel Oxhow 
has been appointed to the SLA 3oard 
of Directors. Oxbrow wiii fiii the va- 
cancy of director Karen Kreizmac- 
Reczek who wiil now serve as divl- 
sion chair-elect following the resig- 
nation of Karen Sieakley. 
The S t A  Board of Dlmctors appinted 
Oxbrow daring the SLA Winter Meet- 
ing in Chicago, lilir~ois. He will mike 
his first official appearace at the S U  
Annual Ccnference in Los Angeles, 
California, Juce 8-13,2001. His term 
as director will r m  through 2003. 
Qxbrow is f o u d e r  and chief execu- 
tive of TFPL, the intemationai icfor- 
mation and knowledge macagemeat 
research, consultancy, and recruir- 
merit conrpany. Me has been an ac- 
tive mezber of SLA since 1983. srrv- 
ing in a muiditade of fimctions at the 
chapter a d  division-levels. He 
served as president of the Enropean 
Chapter (1992-1994); d i reci~r  of rhe 
Business and Finance Divisio~ :1997- 
1998); membership chair of the Eu- 
ropean Chapter [1992-1999) and 
(1999-2000); a d  as a member of the 
Professional Development Committee 
(1998-2001). Dwing the 2001 §LA 
Annual Conference in San Antonio, 
Texas, Oxbrow was aaEed an SLA 
Fellow. 
§LA President Hope N. Tillman re- 
marked, "Ca 3ehali of the SEA Board 
of Directors, i wonld ':ik to welcome 
Migel Oxbrow to the board. Nigei was 
cxe of those lnade ?eilow this past 
J m e  with tire eqectation cf fiitare 
service to the association. M7e are 
7 .  picased to be abie to turn 10 n m  now 
tc make use of 5is giobal experience 
and axper5se in icncwir-dge manage- 
ment and the information professi~n." 
For more infornat ion or, Nigei 
Oxbrcw or S M s  Eoard members, visit 
Virtuai §LA at www.sla.org or call the 
SU ~;.b::.. in ,  Relatiocs' office a? 292- 
939-3633; e-mail Adxny@sia.crg. 
The theme Lor t h ~ s  year's ISED, 
"- 
~eabership,  Partnershi, ,?&ember- 
ship: Expanding G!obai Knowledge 
Frontiers," is a joint Eorliker submit- 
ted tc rhe lSLD selectlor, connit:ee 
3y the Bio Grande Cha$er of SLA and 
SLA member ?dareella Barchar;. Tie 
winning ' , i?e~e capxres ti:e unlque 
spirit arrd drive of Infomation pro- 
fesslonais as they unite o n  a giobai 
quesr ro expand new fronriers of  
kncwiedge. 
Esizblished in 19% by SLA ix con- 
junction with National 3ijrz;y 
Week, Ixtemational Special LiSrar- 
ians Day provides an opportunipy for 
infornaricn professi~nais Po pro- 
mote the services ihzy provise to 
Magare; Ross, librarian as& inforrLa- 
.:. ,: ; c. -" officer c f  EMS Technoiogies 
Canada, Lrs., receioed the 203s-31 
award far her ;nark ir deveior,icg the 
Librarian's &source Cer:rc (htrp:// 
~;~i;vw.'ircscarcS~c3~:>. 
Criteria for entry car, be focnr! at 
http://www.sk .org/divisien/; 'e%/ 
El-awardk t d .  
The Awards Co-i?x!ttee must receive 
completed applications by May 3, 
2002. 
Fsr a c r e  inforxaraiioo, contact: §LA 
Engineering Awards Chair David 
Hook, A4D Robcb,ics, Ltd. 9445 Air- 
port Kd., B:an:pton, ffntaric, Canada. 
L6S 4X,  dhook@mdrobotics ca. 
If bra?$ ,lMa.lpagcrzmen% 
Divisf DR Creates NEW 
Sectinn 
The Speckai Libraries Assocration 
(SLA] , Library AM/lanagement Divismn 
(LMD: a x o u n c e s  2 new section 
within the divismn called Competitive 
inteil~gence [C-:. 
The new section wiii provide a forum 
for CI practitioners and leaders to get 
more invcived in the exchanging of 
ideas, sharing of inf~rmation infor- 
rr,ally and formally, and iearning new 
rook tc get ro rhe next ievel in the 
profession. 
The LMD 33ar3 of Dlrectors decision 
was based on the premise t k t  the 
CI sect~on will attract leaders, nan-  
agers. and pactitroners in the corn- 
petitive iritelligence arena, resulting 
in a2 open forum for knowledge 
tracsfer and Infsr~z-:ation exchange 
armng CI pr2ct::ioner.s an3 LMD 
rnem'sers. 
n 
-or mom informatxm about the GI sec- 
tion or the L ~ h r a ~ j  Managenenf Di- 
vision, piease contact Maia Sistia, CI 
Section chair at ms:stia@skcpg.com 
or Renee Massorrd, Library Manage- 
ment Civision chair at  
rmasso"d@kpcg corn. 
SLA Ninneoota f frapter 
Presents Quality in  Action 
Award 
Euring the Minnesota Chapter's Sep- 
tember 2301 meeting Kristine Spanier 
(Past Career Guidance, Affirmative 
Action chair, MMN Cbapterj and Eliza- 
beth Meyior (Soio Chair, MK Chap- 
ter: were presented with the 2001 
Q ~ a h t y  in Action Award for their role 
in deveiopzng the chapter's 
mentoring program. Kristine and 
Elizakth investigared other chapter 
p rograns  and organization 
mentoring initiatives and then devel- 
oped a program tailcred to meet 
chaptar needs. The program was de- 
veloped with the purpose of foster- 
ing a relzt3onship with the recently 
organized MN SauOect Chapter. The 
program was also developed to in- 
ciade soio librarians, information 
professionals new to the hns' :ness, 
and information professional who 
had recentiy changed roles. Regularly 
m o r h r e d  for effectiveness and its 
flexible structure, the progran; is 
made to fit the lifestyles and sched- 
cies of the participants. 
Transpce&atian Bl"vr"sion 
Professisnail Achievement 
Award 
The Transportation Division Executive 
Board is pleased to announce Jeanne 
Thonas, recently retired Xead of the 
Michigan Depa~ment of Transporta- 
tion Information Services Center, as 
the 2302 recipient of the Professional 
Achieve~ent  award. During :he 
couwe of her 15-plus years with the 
. ~ 
avision, she bas distingwished her- 
self as one of the division's strongest, 
aos t  hardworking leaders. 
Thomas has chaired or been a c  ac- 
tive member of virtually every divi- 
sion commirtee, project or task force 
since ?he mid-1980s. She served as 
one of the division's most active 
chairs in 1992/1993, just after spend- 
ing three years 2s division secretary/ 
treasurer. Thomas has made several 
presentations a t  the §LA Annuai Con- 
ference and has p~blished numerous 
articles for the Transportatio~ Divi- 
sion Bnfletin. 
Thomas' professional activities out- 
side of the division are also notewor- 
thy. She has served on a variety of 
Transpomrtatior, Research Board com- 
mittees and National Cooperative 
Highway research projects. She is 
just now completing a three-year 
appointment as the first Chair of 
TRB's recently organized Library & 
Information Science in Transporia- 
tion Committee and has agreed to 
remain an active member of the com- 
mittee for an additional three years. 
The award was presented to Tho- 
mas a: the Transportation Research 
Board Annual Conference in Janu- 
ary 2302 at the LIST Committee 
Meeting held at the Washington 
Hiiton in Washington, D.C. 
The Transpo~ation Division Profes- 
sional Achievement Award is given to 
2 past or present nember of the divi- 
sion on the basis of outstanding con- 
tribution and/or service to the Trans- 
portation Division. This contribution 
and/or service may take the form of 
contributions to library and transpor- 
tation literzture or bibliography, to the 
work and effectiveness of SLA and the 
division, or to the transportation field 
through organizational work or pub- 
Iication. The purpose of the award is 
to honor those who have rendered 
distingnisheci service or have made a 
significant contribution to transpor- 
tation libraries and librarianship. 
march 2002 
F k s t  Lady A~woances 
Snr"t+atizre far N e w  Libra&ws 
While visiting the Topeka and 
Shzwnee County Public Library in 
Kansas in early January, Laura Bush 
announced a proposed $10 million 
initiative to recruit a new gemration 
of librarians for 2003. 
Funds would be used in various re- 
cruitment efforts such as schoIarships 
and fellowships for Master's prc- 
grams; support, for dcctoral students; 
leadership development; distance 
learning for rural areas; acd efforts tc 
recruit librarians to serve diverse com- 
rrbuniiies with varicns lang~age skills. 
The initia~ive would be managed by 
the Institute of Mirseum and Library 
Sciences JIMLSj . 
lang"sf ryre SLA ?4em$er 
Passes Away 
Kathryn D. BiackweII, born in 1913 
in St. Joseph, Mu., and a member of 
§LA since 1945, died Dec. 27, 2CC:. 
Educated at the University of Min- 
nesota, BtackwelI received her B.S. 
in library sciecces in 1945; a 3.A. in 
English literatme and history in 
1956; acd a M.A. in American stud- 
ies and iibrary science in 1957. 
From 1945 to i960 Biackweli worked 
as a Iibra~ian at Macakster Coliege 
in St. Paul, Minn. In 196C she began 
working for the Minnesota Coilege 
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of Art a d  Design as an assista~t pra- 
fessor and head librarian. After 1953 
she >,came an associare professor 
while continuing her work with the 
library, By 1975 she had become di- 
rector of the Minnesota College of Art 
and Design iibrary. 
Blackwell was an active member of 
the AEericaa Library Association, 
Special Libraries Associa~ion, and 
the Micnesota Library Association. 
She was mvolved with the Eveni~g 
Friends of Minneapolis instilute of 
Arts, the Tivir, Cities Chapter of Arts 
Libraries Society of North America; 
and ZOMTA. Bizckweii also facili- 
rzaed the estab!ish=ent of ?ws new 
iibraries at St,. Therese Residence in 
New Mope, Minn. 
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